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In [2] B. Malgrange has compared the formal and the convergent theory of a 
meromorphic differential operator. In this note we do the same with C replaced 
by a field k of characteristic 0, complete with respect to a non-archimedean 
valuation. Let kT denote the residue field of k. There are two cases: 
a) Z has characteristic 0 and k is an extension of Q&r)). 
b) E has characteristic p # 0 and k is an extension of Q,. 
We refer to [l] for valued fields and their function theory. In the sequel we will 
follow the notation of [2]. In particular, 0 = k{ t} and 6 = k[[t]] denote the rings 
of convergent and formal power series. 
The differential operator 
D=um~“+um-,~~-l+...+uo, 
with 
o=t-$ and a,,,, . . ..uocO. 
can be normalized such that 
(uo, . . ..u.)O=O. 
Let 
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and let P E k[ Y] be the polynomial 
a,(0)Ym+am-*(O)Yrn-‘+...*ao(O). 
Then Do has the property 
Do( E. bnX”) = E. M’OW’. 
We will call P the principal polynomial of D. 
PROPOSITION 1. If E has characteristic 0 then ker (D,O) = ker (0,s) and 
coker (D,O) =coker (D,6). 
REMARK. This result is disappointing because it means that the convergent 
and the formal theory of D are identical. (In the language of [2], for every D 
one has i(D) = 0). 
PROOF. It suffices to show that for some ST 0 the map D : fO-+PO is 
bijective. Let CYI, . . ., od be the roots (in some finite extension of k) of the 
principal polynomial P of D. Then 1 P(n) 1 = 1 n - (~11. .. 1 n - ad 1 has constant 
absolute value C for all n 2s (and some SE N). 
Let rr0 and let B(r) denote the Banach algebra of all power series CnZo bnt” 
with lim Jh(r”=O. The norm 1) Ilr is given by II C bnt”IIr=maxIbnIr”. The 
linear map Do : tsB(r)-rtsB(r) is bijective. DO has norm C, and the inverse of DO 
has norm C-i. For r>O, sufficiently small, the map D-DO : tV?(r)+t.FB(r) has 
norm < C. It follows that D is bijective for small r. Since PO = &.o PI?(r) it 
follows that D : PO+PO is bijective. 
In the remainder of this note we assume that k has characteristic p + 0. And 
so k>Q,. The valuation is normalized such that IpI = l/p. We define 
v, : Q?+Z (the additive valuation) by Q(X) = -P log 1x1. 
An element a E ZP will be called a p-adic Liouville number if 
lim sup neM (-+ qW-~~)=w- 
Represent a~ ZP as a series 
a=ao+a~p+a~+... withcriE(O,l,..., p-l} 
as usual. A gap in this expansion of a is a pair of numbers s< t such that 
as # 0 # GZ~ and czi = 0 for all i, s < i < t. The length of the gap is [t/d. 
LEMMA 2. Let a E 4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
i) u is a Liouville number. 
ii) The expansion of a has arbitrary long gaps. 
iii) lim inf “iIn-al =O. 
We leave the easy proof to the reader. 
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LEMMA 3. Any p-adic Liouville number is transcendental over Q. 
PROOF. Let (r E ZP be algebraic over Q and let PE E[ Y] denote a minimal 
polynomial of a. Let (r = al, a2, . . ., ad be the roots of P. Then 
IP(n) Ip(n)-P(a)Ip=COIn-aI,In-a2).... In-@dip 
for some constant Co >O. Hence for some positive constant Cl we have 
In-alIp~C~IP(n)lp f or all n E IN. Using the product-formula for the valua- 
tions on Q we find 
Ip(4lP~ lp,t,l, & 2 -% (C2 >O some constant). 
Hence vr(n - a) 5 C3 + d Plog n for some constant C3. So lim 1 /n vr(n - a) = 0 
and a is not a Liouville number. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that 17 has characteristic p # 0. Let 
D=a~bm+a,-Ibm-‘+...*ao 
have coefficients in k. The principal polynomial P E k[ Y] of D is 
amYm+am-lYm-l+...+ao. 
i) If P has no Liouville numbers as roots, then ker (0, 0) = ker (0,s) and 
coker (0, 0) = coker (D,6). 
ii) If P has a Liouville number as root, then ker (D,O) = ker (0,&Q and 
coker (0, 0) is infinite dimensional. 
PROOF. i) Again we have to show that D : PO-+PO is bijective for some 
SE N. 
For notational convenience we assume that P(n) # 0 for all n E Z, n 10. In this 
case we will show that D : O-0 is bijective. 
The condition on P implies that there exists a positive ro such that ) P(n) ( 1 r$ 
for all n E N. Let r > 0 then we define B(r) as before and 
L?‘(r)={ C b,,t”l lim (lbnl IP(n’p)=O}. 
On L?‘(r) we define a norm [ 11; = max ( / bn I ) P(n) ) - r P). One easily verifies 
that CI)[ llrl I( [+czll (Ir/~,, for some positive constants cl, ~2 and that 
B(r) 2 B(r) 2 &r/r& 
By construction D : B(r)-+B’(r) is an (isometric) isomorphism. Since 
0 = !Jo B(r) = !Jo WI 
it follows that D : O-+0 is bijective. 
ii) The first statement is easily seen. The condition on P implies that there 
exists an infinite subset AC IN with li%,A “iIP(a) I =O. Let nil and let 
A = A1 U . . . U An be a partition of A into infinite subsets. 
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LetJ= Coe~i P. Then for II, . . . . 1, ok, not all zero, the function Cy=r 2ifi 
does not belong to D(0). Hence coker (0, 0) has infinite dimension. 
QUESTIONS. Let (2~ 4 be a Liouville number and let D= o- (r. Given a 
germ g of a @“-function (suitable defined, see the work of W.H. Schikhof [3]), 
does there exist a @“-germ f with Df =g? 
An easier variant of this question would be: Let g be a germ of a continuous 
function, does there exist a Cl-germ (in the sense of [3])fwith Df =g? 
We want to extend prop. 4 to a general D = a,iY’ + . . . + a0 with ao, . .., am E 0. 
For this purpose we introduce a ring 9 of differential operators. 9 consists of 
all formal expressions C ,T t fixi with J E 0, satisfying: 
i) There exists a positive r> 0 such that all J E B(r) and lim /Ifi 11 r = 0 
ii) Xf =fX+ d(f). 
By definition 1 E 1 f$’ acts on 0 by the formula (C Et JX’)g = C z t fib’(g). 
One easily verifies that this is well defined and that g/is a noncommutative ring. 
Let go be the subring of 9 consisting of the elements 1 E t AXi withfi(0) E k” = 
the valuation ring of k (for all I). Let @‘= { C fXiE 9 1 Ifi(O)l < 1 for all i}. 
Then 9”OO is a two-sided ideal in go and 9°/900nE[X]. This isomorphism is 
given by the map: 
where - denotes the canonical map ko+E = the residue field of k. 
LEMMA 5. Any FE 9can uniquely be written as E(Xn+an-IX”-’ + . . . +a~) 
where E E 9 is a unit and ao, . . ., a,, - I E 0 satisfy a,(O) E ko. 
PROOF. We note that E = C E. eix’ is a unit in 9 if, and only if J&O) I > 
> ( ei(O) I for all if 0. After multiplying F by an element in k, we may suppose 
thatF= ~~X’withmax((~(O)()=l,all~~B(r)and ]Jjr~l andlim Ilfi;:Wr=O. 
The image of F in go/ @’ = E[x] is a non-zero polynomial of degree n. For 
notational convenience we assume that r= 1. Then all J lie in ko[[fl]. 
Let adenote the subring of go consisting of all C gix’ with all gi E ko[[t]] and 
lim llgi I( I = 0. Along the lines of the Weierstrass-division for affinoid algebra’s 
one can show: 
“For any GE 9 there exists a unique division G = QF+ R with Q, R E aand the 
degree of R in X is less than n.” 
We sketch the proof. Let F= Fo + Fl where Fo = 1 i=nfiXi and Fl = C i,,, f$i. 
Then certainly Fo, being a polynomial of degree n with invertible leading coeffi- 
cient, has the stated division property. Put 
G = QlFo + RI = QIF+ RI - QlFl. 
Then 
QIA=QzFo+Rz=QzF+Rz-QZFI etc. 
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Substitution gives 
By induction we obtain 
Further 11~7 11 c 1 for all i > n implies that the norms of the coefficients of Qm, Rm 
tend to zero. After taken the limit, one finds G = QF+ R. 
We now apply this Weierstrass division with G = X”. Then XR = QF+ R and 
X” -R = QF. After taking the image in k[X] one finds that Q is invertible. So 
the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 6. LetD=ambm+a,-lbm-l+... + ao be a differential operator 
with coefficients in 0. Let P be the principal polynomial of D. 
If P has no Liouville numbers as roots, then ker (0, 0) = ker (D,6) and coker 
(0, 0) = coker (D,6). 
PROOF. Using lemma 5, we may suppose that D = bm + am - lbm-’ + . . . + CZIJ 
has the additional properties: aiEko[[t]], the principal polynomial P has no 
zero’s in lN U (0) and has no Liouville numbers as roots. It suffices to show that 
for any C b,@EkO[[t]], the unique solution of D (C c#)= C bnt” is con- 
vergent. Explicitly this means: 
D(C c,T)= C P(n)&+ C &,(co,...,G-~)t”= C b,,t” 
where 1 &(co, . . . . G-I)/ 5 max (ICON,..., 1 cn- 1 I). One finds for c,, the estimate 
Ic~I I 1 nisn P(I)-‘. But for XC&, not in N U (0) and not a Liouville 
number, there is a positive r such that 1 ni,, (x- i)j 21”. In! 1;. From this the 
convergence would follow. 
Let r > 0 satisfy Ix - i ( 2 r’ for all i and let io 5 n satisfy 
Ix-i0) = min Ix-i/. 
icn 
Then 
pn 1x4 = I x-i01 ig lie-il zr’oln! I;rpln! 1;. 
i#io 
EXAMPLE. Let a E ZP be a Liouville number such that - a is also a Liouville 
number. Let F= (X- a)X+ t. Then 
F(C g,r)= c (Nn-a)gn+gn-W. n2l 
An easy computation shows: ker (F, 0) = 0, ker (F, 6) has dimension 1, coker 
(F, 0) has dimension 03. 
Suppose that F decomposes into (X- CY + a)(X+ b) with u, b E to. Then there 
is a non-trivial convergent g with (X + b) (g) = 0. This contradicts ker (F, 0) = 0. 
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If F decomposes as (X+ @ (X- a + a) with a, b E to, then after replacing X 
by X+ a we find that (X(X+ a) + t) (g) = 0 has a non-trivial convergent 
solution. This is a contradiction since also - a is a Liouville number. We draw 
the conclusion that F cannot be written as the product of two convergent linear 
terms. 
COROLLARY I. If the differential operator D=aAm + ,.. + a0 has coeffi- 
cients in Q{ t} c Q&{ t} = 0, then ker (0, 0) = ker (0, 0) and coker (D,O) = coker 
(D,O). 
PROOF. This follows from lemma 3 and Thm. 6. 
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